Pool/Spa Rules

REQUIRED:
- If Lifeguard service is not provided: (WARNING – NO LIFEGUARD ON DUTY) and (CHILDREN SHOULDN'T USE POOL/SPA WITHOUT AN ADULT IN ATTENDANCE). The two (2) warnings above must be in all capital letters at least 4 inches high, lettering may be as narrow as 1.5 inches to save space (Article 14, Section 5). They may be listed on a separate sign(s) or together.

A separate sign may be used for the warnings below.
- All persons using the swimming pool shall shower before entering (Article 16, Section 2A)
- Any person having an infectious or communicable disease shall be excluded from the swimming pool/spa (Article 16, Section 2B)
- Food or drink is prohibited within 4 feet of the pool or wet pool deck area (Article 17, Section 2)
- No running, boisterous or rough play (Article 16, Section 2C)
- Must be 14 years of age to use spa unless supervised by an adult (Article 19, Section 4)
- Bather load (Article 12, Section 1)

The Article numbers and Section numbers are not needed on the signs, they are only listed for reference to the code.

RECOMMENDED:
- No dunking
- No glassware allowed
- Animals are prohibited
- Children wearing a life-jacket must be accompanied by an adult
- Life-jackets must be Coast Guard approved
- Must be 48” tall to use slide
- Must go down the slide feet first sitting or on your back
- One person at a time on slide
- No soap or bubble bath allowed in spa
- Limit exposure to 15 minutes in spa
- For safety reasons, you may not use the spa if you have any of the following conditions:
  - high blood pressure
  - under the influence of alcohol
  - taking prescription medications
  - pregnant
- Do Not enter staff designated areas
- Obey Lifeguard Instruction (if Lifeguard service provided)

All appropriate emergency phone numbers should be listed on the sign(s) along with the location of the nearest phone.

For further information, please contact Johnson County Department of Health and Environment, Environmental Division, Pool Program at 913-715-6915.